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Read the following passage from an GCSE Chemistry worksheet:

Cracking is a reaction in which larger hydrocarbon molecules are 
broken down into smaller, more useful hydrocarbon molecules, 
some of which are unsaturated. The original starting hydrocarbons 
are alkanes, with the products of cracking include alkanes and 
alkenes, which are members of a different homologous series. For 
example, ‘hexane’ can be cracked to form ‘butane’ and ‘ethene’. 
Cracking is valuable because it produces alkenes that are useful as 
feedstock or for the petrochemical industry. 



Now, write a single sentence definition of the chemistry 
term CRACKING…using your ‘other’ hand!







One hundred ways to write a sentence

q Ghandi was a global symbol of peace.
q Mahatma Ghandi symbolised peace. 
q Ghandi was a global icon of peace.
q Ghandi was a global icon of peaceful protest.
q Ghandi was a global icon of peaceful protest and political power.
q Ghandi was a global icon of peaceful protest and transformative political 

power.
q Mahatma Ghandi, a global icon of peace, transformed ideas of political power.
q Ghandi, global peace icon, transformed our ideas of power. 
q Mahatma Ghandi, global peace icon, transformed notions of ‘power’. 





Sentence 
expanding 
in English



Sentence expanding in art



Sentence expanding in history 



Sentence signposting in design & technology



Sentence signposting in design & technology



Sentence signposting in Religious Education

Fronted adverbials for religious education:

q Through a literal lens, …..        Or Literally, …..

q Through a symbolic lens, ….    Or Symbolically, ……

q Through a personal lens, ….    Or Personally, ……. 





q Link between grammar and writing 
q Explain grammar through examples 
q Authentic texts are explored 
q Discussion about grammar choices is undertaken

Grammar applied to writing

Chen, H., Myhill, D., & Lewis, H. (2020). Developing writers across the primary and secondary years: Growing into 
writing. Oxon: Routledge. 



Grammar applied to writing



Grammar applied to writing

“Long legs to keep body away from hot sand” 

“The camel has elongated legs to keep body away from hot sand 
(the average temperature in the Sahara is 30°C)” 



Grammar moves applied to writing



Grammar moves applied to writing











q Checklist > Check > Change > Explain
q ‘Best and Better'
q ‘Peer critique’
q Author’s chair 
q Add, remove, refine

Writing revisions





Disciplinary 
writing



Disciplinary Writing in…

q What sophisticated vocabulary do we use when we write 
in….?

q What academic writing moves do we expect in writing in….?
q What is the standard of written accuracy expected when 

writing in…?
q What would brilliant sentences look like in….?



Writing like a historian…

What types of words and phrases does a historian routinely use?

q Modal verbs to express tentative claims e.g. could, may, potentially, likely, 
should

q Verbs to make historical claims e.g. asserts, believes, emphasises
q Verbs to challenge historical claims e.g. discounts, rejects, refutes
q Language of causation e.g. root cause, a catalyst, a trigger, a precondition
q Language of significance e.g. pivotal, decisive, far reaching, cataclysmic





Disciplinary Writing in Art and Design

AQA GCSE Art and Design Specimen paper



AQA GCSE Art and Design Examiner feedback 2018:

“In the best instances, teachers had encouraged students to use 
annotation as a personal, insightful and integral part of the 
developmental journey. Word frames and sentence starters were seen 
as a valuable aid to lower attaining students.”

Disciplinary Writing in Art and Design



Labelling the creative process and not the obvious….

q Three-word summaries e.g. ‘establishing initial ideas’; ’exploring 
negative space’; ‘sombre monochrome colours’

q Artistic adjectives e.g. complementary, decorative, delicate, eclectic
q Adverbs specifying action e.g. gently, dynamically, vigorously, rapidly
q So that sentences e.g. ‘because…so that…on the whole’; ’first…so 

that…as a result’; ‘Initially…so that…consequently’. 
q Evaluative phrases e.g. ‘so that’ ‘to ensure’ ’in retrospect’ ‘to enable’

Disciplinary Writing in Art and Design



Disciplinary 
Writing 
& Art 
Annotation



Disciplinary 
Writing in 
Art and 
Design



Disciplinary Writing in Art and Design

Gallery Label (50 words)

1. Artist and artwork (‘The artist, … , …’)
2. Biographical detail (‘Renowned for…’)
3. Art movement and influences 
4. Formal features





Reflections…

q How confident are my colleagues when 
it comes to grammar for writing?

q How deliberately do we teach the 
writing process (across phases and 
subject disciplines)?

q What opportunities across the 
curriculum can we exploit to improve 
writing to the highest academic 
standards?





Priorities?



§ Talk: What one person do you 
need to talk to following this 
training?

§ Share: What one idea, 
resource, or piece of reading 
should you share after this 
training?

§ Plan: What strategies will you 
implement? What planning 
does your school need to 
consider? 
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